inconso – The Supply Chain Experts

inconso is the leading consulting and software company for logistics solutions in Europe. More than 650 employees at eleven locations in Germany, two in Spain and one in France offer sound consulting, innovative and practical software products, and professional system integration solutions for optimizing customer-specific logistics processes. The main focus areas are warehouse, transport and distributed order management solutions of the inconso Logistics Suite. In addition to this, inconso provides solutions on the basis of SAP EWM, SAP TM and SAP YL as a certified SAP partner. In a certified data center, the inconso Logistics Suite solutions are also available as inconso Cloud Solutions. inconso is part of the Business Area Logistics Systems of the international technology group Körber.

Services
The Perfect Solution Always in Stock

inconso Logistics Suite
- Warehouse management with inconsoWMS
- Transport management with inconsoTMS
- Yard management with inconsoYMS
- Distributed order management with inconsoDOM

SAP Supply Chain Logistics
- Warehouse management with SAP EWM
- Transport management with SAP TM
- Yard logistics and Logistics Business Network
- Integration of SAP SCL in SAP ECC and SAP S/4HANA

inconso Cloud Solutions
- Solutions of the inconso Logistics Suite as cloud solutions

Full Solutions from One Source
- Process consulting, software and technology, full managed services, mobile solutions, RFID, RF, Pick-by-Voice, Pick-by-Light, advanced robotics

Management
- Wilfried Pfuhl (CEO)

Board
- Thomas Gries
- Hans-Georg Reichl

Supervisory Board
- Dirk Hejnal (Chair.)

Employees
- 650+

Locations
- Bad Nauheim,
- Barcelona, Bremen,
- Dresden, Essen, Gallin,
- Hamburg, Heidelberg,
- Cologne, Lyon, Madrid,
- Münster, Stuttgart,
- Würzburg

Headquarters
- inconso
- In der Hub 2 – 8
- 61231 Bad Nauheim
- Germany

Phone
- +49 6032 348-0

Fax
- +49 6032 348-100

E-Mail
- mail@inconso.com

Website
- www.inconso.com

Bundled Competencies
Under One Roof

Within the Business Area Körber Logistics Systems, the software companies inconso, Aberle Software, Cirrus Logistics, Cohesio, DMLogic, HighJump, Otimis and Voiteq comprise the Business Unit Software with over 1,200 employees at 36 locations worldwide and over 5,000 customers in more than 70 countries.